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IdleFreePAIdleFreePA
IdleFreePAIdleFreePA is a partnership between is a partnership between 
–– PennsylvaniaPennsylvania’’s Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)s Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
–– Clean Air Council (CAC)Clean Air Council (CAC)
–– Group Against Smog Pollution (GASP)Group Against Smog Pollution (GASP)
–– American Lung Association of the MidAmerican Lung Association of the Mid--Atlantic Region (ALA)Atlantic Region (ALA)

The program goal is to educate heavyThe program goal is to educate heavy--duty diesel vehicle duty diesel vehicle 
operators, location operators, local officials, and law operators, location operators, local officials, and law 
enforcement about the benefits of idling reduction in enforcement about the benefits of idling reduction in 
three areas of the state with fine particulates and three areas of the state with fine particulates and 
groundground--level ozone problems.level ozone problems.



Diesel ExhaustDiesel Exhaust

Complex mixture of thousands of chemicalsComplex mixture of thousands of chemicals
Gases and fine particlesGases and fine particles
Over forty air contaminants recognized as Over forty air contaminants recognized as 
toxicants, carcinogens, reproductive and toxicants, carcinogens, reproductive and 
developmental hazards, endocrine disruptorsdevelopmental hazards, endocrine disruptors
National Criteria Air Pollutants:  Carbon National Criteria Air Pollutants:  Carbon 
Monoxide, Carbon Dioxide, Nitrogen Oxides, Monoxide, Carbon Dioxide, Nitrogen Oxides, 
Particulate Matter, etc.Particulate Matter, etc.



NonNon--AttainmentAttainment

Philadelphia ranked 5th worst in the nation for greatest Philadelphia ranked 5th worst in the nation for greatest 
public health risk associated with air toxics.public health risk associated with air toxics.
Estimated 3,085 cancers caused by diesel particulate.Estimated 3,085 cancers caused by diesel particulate.
Diesel vehicles comprise only 7.5% of the vehicle miles Diesel vehicles comprise only 7.5% of the vehicle miles 
traveled in PA yet contribute 48% of the summertime traveled in PA yet contribute 48% of the summertime 
smogsmog--forming compounds and 65% of fine particulate forming compounds and 65% of fine particulate 
matter (soot) derived from highway vehicles .matter (soot) derived from highway vehicles .
A number of areas in Pennsylvania (including the A number of areas in Pennsylvania (including the 
Philadelphia region) do not meet national clean air Philadelphia region) do not meet national clean air 
standards for particulate matter. A study conducted for standards for particulate matter. A study conducted for 
DEP showed that enacting a regulation or law restricting DEP showed that enacting a regulation or law restricting 
idling would assist with attaining national air quality idling would assist with attaining national air quality 
standards in Pennsylvania. standards in Pennsylvania. 



Health/Economic/Environmental Health/Economic/Environmental 
BenefitsBenefits

Idling wastes up to 1 billion gallons of fuel each Idling wastes up to 1 billion gallons of fuel each 
year in the U.S. At $2.90 a gallon (Average cost year in the U.S. At $2.90 a gallon (Average cost 
on 7/19/2010) that can cost up to $2.9 billion.on 7/19/2010) that can cost up to $2.9 billion.
Diesel truck exhaust contains more than 40 Diesel truck exhaust contains more than 40 
hazardous air pollutants.hazardous air pollutants.
The EPA estimates 11 million tons of carbon The EPA estimates 11 million tons of carbon 
dioxide from idling diesel trucks each year, dioxide from idling diesel trucks each year, 
contributing significantly to climate change.contributing significantly to climate change.
Particulate matter from diesel exhaust can Particulate matter from diesel exhaust can 
contribute to asthma, allergies, bronchitis, and contribute to asthma, allergies, bronchitis, and 
emphysema emphysema 



Health Effects of Diesel ExhaustHealth Effects of Diesel Exhaust
ESTIMATED ANNUAL DIESEL HEALTH IMPACTS IN PENNSYLVANIA ESTIMATED ANNUAL DIESEL HEALTH IMPACTS IN PENNSYLVANIA 

Premature Adult Deaths 1,200 Premature Adult Deaths 1,200 
Cases of Cancer 150 Cases of Cancer 150 
Heart Attacks 1,700 Heart Attacks 1,700 
Asthma Attacks 19,000 Asthma Attacks 19,000 
Cases of Chronic Bronchitis 580 Cases of Chronic Bronchitis 580 
Work Loss Days 110,000 Work Loss Days 110,000 
Restricted Activity Days 640,000 Restricted Activity Days 640,000 
Hospital Admissions 700 Hospital Admissions 700 
Emergency Room Visits for Asthma 700Emergency Room Visits for Asthma 700

Diseased Lung    Healthy Lung



Health Effects of Diesel ExhaustHealth Effects of Diesel Exhaust

Particulate matter (Particulate matter (““Soot pollutionSoot pollution””) is the most dangerous component of ) is the most dangerous component of 
diesel exhaust. diesel exhaust. 
The smallest particles can carry toxins deep into lungs and direThe smallest particles can carry toxins deep into lungs and directly into the ctly into the 
bloodstream. bloodstream. 
Exposure is linked to increased risk for asthma attacks, lung inExposure is linked to increased risk for asthma attacks, lung infections, fections, 
heart attack, stroke and cancer. heart attack, stroke and cancer. 
Diesel exhaust impairs the immune and nervous systems.Diesel exhaust impairs the immune and nervous systems.
Children, pregnant women, and the elderly are at increased risk Children, pregnant women, and the elderly are at increased risk from diesel from diesel 
pollution. pollution. 
Nationally, diesel exhaust poses a cancer risk that is 7.5 timesNationally, diesel exhaust poses a cancer risk that is 7.5 times higher than higher than 
the the combined combined total cancer risk from all other air toxics. total cancer risk from all other air toxics. 
In the U.S., the average lifetime cancer risk due to diesel exhaIn the U.S., the average lifetime cancer risk due to diesel exhaust is over ust is over 
350 times greater than the level U.S. EPA considers to be 350 times greater than the level U.S. EPA considers to be ““acceptableacceptable”” (i.e., (i.e., 
one cancer per million persons over 70 years). one cancer per million persons over 70 years). 



Economic Impact of Diesel Economic Impact of Diesel 
IdlingIdling

800 million gallons of diesel fuel are lost each year due 800 million gallons of diesel fuel are lost each year due 
to idling. to idling. 
Engine idling for one hour causes the same amount of Engine idling for one hour causes the same amount of 
wear and tear as driving 80 to 120 miles on the wear and tear as driving 80 to 120 miles on the 
highway. highway. 
Engine wear as a result of idling can increase Engine wear as a result of idling can increase 
maintenance costs by almost $2,000 per year and maintenance costs by almost $2,000 per year and 
shorten the life of the engine. shorten the life of the engine. 
The operating life of engine oil is reduced by 75 percent The operating life of engine oil is reduced by 75 percent 
due to prolonged idling due to prolonged idling –– from 600 engine hours to 150 from 600 engine hours to 150 
engine hours. engine hours. 
Annually, health costs associated with dieselAnnually, health costs associated with diesel--related related 
particulate matter in the U.S. is approximately $139 particulate matter in the U.S. is approximately $139 
billion in 1999 dollars.billion in 1999 dollars.



Environmental Effects of Diesel Environmental Effects of Diesel 
PollutionPollution

One gallon of diesel fuel burned produces 22.2 pounds of carbon One gallon of diesel fuel burned produces 22.2 pounds of carbon 
dioxide. dioxide. 
Gram for gram, black carbon (a form of particulate matter emitteGram for gram, black carbon (a form of particulate matter emitted d 
from diesels) has thousands, and perhaps even millions of times from diesels) has thousands, and perhaps even millions of times the the 
warming potential of CO2. Next to CO2, black carbon may be the warming potential of CO2. Next to CO2, black carbon may be the 
largest warming agent in the 21st century. largest warming agent in the 21st century. 
Particulate matter (PM) and nitrous oxides (Particulate matter (PM) and nitrous oxides (NOxNOx) from diesel ) from diesel 
sources contribute to stream and lake acidification and deplete sources contribute to stream and lake acidification and deplete 
nutrients in the soil, damaging sensitive forests and farm cropsnutrients in the soil, damaging sensitive forests and farm crops. . 
Nitrate and ammonium particle deposition may change the Nitrate and ammonium particle deposition may change the 
nitrogen/nutrient balance in land and water ecosystems. nitrogen/nutrient balance in land and water ecosystems. 
Diesel PM and Diesel PM and NOxNOx emitted by diesel vehicles contribute to haze and emitted by diesel vehicles contribute to haze and 
acid rain. acid rain. 
Leaked or spilled diesel fuels contribute to nonLeaked or spilled diesel fuels contribute to non--point source water point source water 
pollution. pollution. 
Diesel smoke is also composed of organic compounds and heavy Diesel smoke is also composed of organic compounds and heavy 
metals that are persistent in the environment and get into the fmetals that are persistent in the environment and get into the food ood 
chain. chain. 



Idling StatisticsIdling Statistics

From From DEPDEP’’ss website:website:
–– Trucks consume as much as one gallon of fuel per Trucks consume as much as one gallon of fuel per 

idling hour. idling hour. 
–– Nationally, heavyNationally, heavy--duty vehicles use over 1 billion duty vehicles use over 1 billion 

gallons of fuel per year idling, spending almost $2.5 gallons of fuel per year idling, spending almost $2.5 
billion. This amounts to about 1 percent of all billion. This amounts to about 1 percent of all 
petroleum imported into the US. petroleum imported into the US. 

–– Idling produces about 140,000 tons of nitrogen Idling produces about 140,000 tons of nitrogen 
oxides and 7.6 million tons of carbon dioxide oxides and 7.6 million tons of carbon dioxide 
annually. annually. 

Idling hotspots:Idling hotspots:
–– Truck stops, distribution facilities, big box stores, Truck stops, distribution facilities, big box stores, 

shopping centers, warehouses, bus depots shopping centers, warehouses, bus depots 



Idling Law HistoryIdling Law History
In 2006, Clean Air Board of Central PA petitioned DEP to In 2006, Clean Air Board of Central PA petitioned DEP to 
regulate idling from heavyregulate idling from heavy--duty diesel vehicles. duty diesel vehicles. 
A study was completed in 2007 showing that a reduction A study was completed in 2007 showing that a reduction 
in idling would have a positive impact on air quality.in idling would have a positive impact on air quality.
After After DEPDEP’’ss proposed regulation received 500 public proposed regulation received 500 public 
comments, a final regulation was approved in September comments, a final regulation was approved in September 
2008.2008.
The General Assemble passed Act 124 restricting diesel The General Assemble passed Act 124 restricting diesel 
idling which was signed into law in October 2008, with idling which was signed into law in October 2008, with 
the addition that local governments could not adopt the addition that local governments could not adopt 
more stringent restrictions.more stringent restrictions.
The DEP withdrew its regulation to avoid the confusion The DEP withdrew its regulation to avoid the confusion 
of having a law and a regulation saying the same thing. of having a law and a regulation saying the same thing. 
Act 124 is also called the DieselAct 124 is also called the Diesel--Powered Motor Vehicle Powered Motor Vehicle 
Idling Act and went into effect in February 2009.Idling Act and went into effect in February 2009.



Idling LawIdling Law

Act 124 of 2008 states the following: Act 124 of 2008 states the following: 
Section 3(a) Restrictions Section 3(a) Restrictions --

““No driver or owner of a dieselNo driver or owner of a diesel--powered motor vehicle powered motor vehicle 
with a gross weight of 10,001 pounds or more, with a gross weight of 10,001 pounds or more, 
engaged in commerce, shall cause and no owner or engaged in commerce, shall cause and no owner or 
operator of the location where the vehicle loads, operator of the location where the vehicle loads, 
unloads or parks shall allow the engine of the vehicle unloads or parks shall allow the engine of the vehicle 
to idle for more than five minutes in any continuous to idle for more than five minutes in any continuous 
6060--minute period, except as provided under minute period, except as provided under 
subsections (b) [Exclusions] and (c) [Exemptions].subsections (b) [Exclusions] and (c) [Exemptions].””



ExemptionsExemptions

(1) When a vehicle idles because of traffic.(1) When a vehicle idles because of traffic.
(2) In order to prevent a health or safety (2) In order to prevent a health or safety 
emergency, such as keeping the refrigeration emergency, such as keeping the refrigeration 
unit running for perishable cargo.unit running for perishable cargo.
(3) Emergency and/or public safety vehicles (3) Emergency and/or public safety vehicles 
while emergency or training mode but not for while emergency or training mode but not for 
the driverthe driver’’s convenience.s convenience.
(4) If the vehicle needs to be idling for (4) If the vehicle needs to be idling for 
maintenance work or repair.maintenance work or repair.



ExemptionsExemptions

(5) If idling is part of a state or federal (5) If idling is part of a state or federal 
inspection.inspection.
(6) When a vehicle(6) When a vehicle’’s idling is essential to s idling is essential to 
its mechanical, electrical, or safety its mechanical, electrical, or safety 
operations.operations.
(7) When idling is part of a security (7) When idling is part of a security 
inspection, entering or leaving a facility.inspection, entering or leaving a facility.
(8) An armored vehicle that must idle (8) An armored vehicle that must idle 
while someone is in it to guard the while someone is in it to guard the 
contents; or while it is being loaded or contents; or while it is being loaded or 
unloaded.unloaded.



ExemptionsExemptions

(9) When idling is caused by a mechanical issue (9) When idling is caused by a mechanical issue 
outside the driveroutside the driver’’s control. Paperwork must be s control. Paperwork must be 
submitted to DEP within 30 days of the repair of submitted to DEP within 30 days of the repair of 
the mechanical problem.the mechanical problem.
(10) A bus, school bus, or school vehicle may (10) A bus, school bus, or school vehicle may 
idle for 15 minutes in a one hour period in order idle for 15 minutes in a one hour period in order 
to provide heat or air conditioning to nonto provide heat or air conditioning to non--driver driver 
passengers, except when idling is required to passengers, except when idling is required to 
maintain a safe temperature for students with maintain a safe temperature for students with 
special needs on a school bus or school vehicle.special needs on a school bus or school vehicle.



ExemptionsExemptions
(11) During a state(11) During a state--mandated rest period, if the vehicle mandated rest period, if the vehicle 
has a sleeper berth and is occupied; the outside has a sleeper berth and is occupied; the outside 
temperature is below 40 degrees Fahrenheit or above 75 temperature is below 40 degrees Fahrenheit or above 75 
degrees Fahrenheit during the sleep/rest period; and the degrees Fahrenheit during the sleep/rest period; and the 
vehicle is at a location that it can legally park.vehicle is at a location that it can legally park.
–– This expired May 1, 2010. Owners and operators were expected This expired May 1, 2010. Owners and operators were expected 

to invest in an idling alternative by this time, or use stationato invest in an idling alternative by this time, or use stationary ry 
idle reduction technology available at many truck stops.idle reduction technology available at many truck stops.

(12) A vehicle can idle for 15 minutes in a continuous 60 (12) A vehicle can idle for 15 minutes in a continuous 60 
minute period when idling is necessary for sampling, minute period when idling is necessary for sampling, 
weighing, active loading, or active unloading; or for an weighing, active loading, or active unloading; or for an 
attended motor vehicle waiting for sampling, weighing, attended motor vehicle waiting for sampling, weighing, 
loading, or unloading.loading, or unloading.



ExemptionsExemptions

(13) Idling from school buses that have to stop (13) Idling from school buses that have to stop 
on streets where stopping the bus would impede on streets where stopping the bus would impede 
the flow of traffic or create a safety concern.the flow of traffic or create a safety concern.
(14) Wide load vehicles waiting for a police (14) Wide load vehicles waiting for a police 
escort that need to idle to maintain safety escort that need to idle to maintain safety 
equipment. (Vehicle must have a wide load equipment. (Vehicle must have a wide load 
permit for this exemption to apply.)permit for this exemption to apply.)
(15) Vehicles collecting waste or recyclables can (15) Vehicles collecting waste or recyclables can 
idle while actively engaged in the process of idle while actively engaged in the process of 
collecting the waste or recyclables.collecting the waste or recyclables.



Exclusions/ExceptionsExclusions/Exceptions
The act does not apply to motor homes, The act does not apply to motor homes, 
commercial implements of husbandry, implements commercial implements of husbandry, implements 
of husbandry, farm equipment or farm vehicles.of husbandry, farm equipment or farm vehicles.
NonNon--road vehiclesroad vehicles
–– Examples i.e. construction, mining, farm, other vehicles Examples i.e. construction, mining, farm, other vehicles 

that are on/off roadthat are on/off road
–– At this point, the applicability of the act will be At this point, the applicability of the act will be 

determined by the presence or absence of a license determined by the presence or absence of a license 
plateplate

If a vehicle displays the If a vehicle displays the ““Certified Clean IdleCertified Clean Idle”” label label 
issued by CARB, the idling restrictions in the act issued by CARB, the idling restrictions in the act 
do not apply.do not apply.



ViolationsViolations

Idling:Idling:
–– Operation of the main propulsion engine of a Operation of the main propulsion engine of a 

motor vehicle while the vehicle is stationary. motor vehicle while the vehicle is stationary. 
Act 124 restricts idling of vehicles 10,001 Act 124 restricts idling of vehicles 10,001 
pounds or more, engaged in commerce, to pounds or more, engaged in commerce, to 
5 minutes in any continuous 605 minutes in any continuous 60--minute minute 
period.period.
The most common violations occur when The most common violations occur when 
trucks are loading or unloading; and when trucks are loading or unloading; and when 
trucks idle in order to operate heat or air trucks idle in order to operate heat or air 
conditioning during rest periods.conditioning during rest periods.



EnforcementEnforcement

Act 124 can be enforced through summary Act 124 can be enforced through summary 
citations and through civil proceedings.citations and through civil proceedings.
–– Summary Citations: DEP and local/state law Summary Citations: DEP and local/state law 

enforcement can file summary citations. Anyone enforcement can file summary citations. Anyone 
found to be in violation of the act commits a found to be in violation of the act commits a 
summary offense. Upon conviction, the offender may summary offense. Upon conviction, the offender may 
be sentenced to pay a fine of no less than $150 and be sentenced to pay a fine of no less than $150 and 
no more than $300, in addition to court costs (35 P.S. no more than $300, in addition to court costs (35 P.S. 
§§4605(a)).4605(a)).

–– Civil Proceedings: DEP is authorized to assess civil Civil Proceedings: DEP is authorized to assess civil 
penalties in accordance with the procedures and penalties in accordance with the procedures and 
factors specified in section 9.1 the Air Pollution factors specified in section 9.1 the Air Pollution 
Control Act (APCA) (35 P.S. Control Act (APCA) (35 P.S. §§ 4009.1). Section 5(b) of 4009.1). Section 5(b) of 
Act 124 limits civil penalties to $1,000 per day for Act 124 limits civil penalties to $1,000 per day for 
each violation of Act 124.each violation of Act 124.



CitationsCitations
Local Law Enforcement can file summary citations for idling Local Law Enforcement can file summary citations for idling 
violations, but may not file a civil violation.violations, but may not file a civil violation.
–– Operators and/or owners can both be cited (but typically operatoOperators and/or owners can both be cited (but typically operators)rs)
– 35 P.S. §4605(a)
–– Between $150 and $300 plus court costsBetween $150 and $300 plus court costs

Act requires nonAct requires non--driver owners to be notified if drivers are driver owners to be notified if drivers are 
convictedconvicted of a violation.of a violation.
–– DEP working with Administrative Office of PA Courts (AOPC) to deDEP working with Administrative Office of PA Courts (AOPC) to develop velop 

system to identify and notify vehicle owners.system to identify and notify vehicle owners.
Local Law Enforcement can cite businesses violating their obligaLocal Law Enforcement can cite businesses violating their obligation tion 
to post a to post a ““No IdlingNo Idling”” signsign
– 35 P.S. §4608, Section 8 of Act 124 of 2008, or 67 Pa. Code Section Section 8 of Act 124 of 2008, or 67 Pa. Code Section 

212.101(a) 212.101(a) 
–– Between $150 and $300 plus court costsBetween $150 and $300 plus court costs



Suggested Citation LanguageSuggested Citation Language

For driver or owner of vehicle:For driver or owner of vehicle: Defendant, Defendant, 
the [driver or owner] of a dieselthe [driver or owner] of a diesel--powered motor powered motor 
vehicle with a gross weight of 10,001 pounds or vehicle with a gross weight of 10,001 pounds or 
more that was engaged in commerce and not more that was engaged in commerce and not 
subject to a statutory exclusion or exception, subject to a statutory exclusion or exception, 
caused the engine of that vehicle to idle for caused the engine of that vehicle to idle for 
more than five minutes in a continuous 60more than five minutes in a continuous 60--
minute period, which period of idling was not minute period, which period of idling was not 
subject to a statutory exemption, resulting in a subject to a statutory exemption, resulting in a 
violation of the Dieselviolation of the Diesel--Powered Motor Vehicle Powered Motor Vehicle 
Idling Act. Title 35, Section 4603.Idling Act. Title 35, Section 4603.



Suggested Citation LanguageSuggested Citation Language

For location owner or operator:For location owner or operator: Defendant, Defendant, 
the [owner or operator] of the [truck stop, the [owner or operator] of the [truck stop, 
warehouse, terminal, etc.] allowed the engine of warehouse, terminal, etc.] allowed the engine of 
a diesela diesel--powered motor vehicle with a gross powered motor vehicle with a gross 
weight of 10,001 pounds or more, that was weight of 10,001 pounds or more, that was 
engaged in commerce and not subject to a engaged in commerce and not subject to a 
statutory exclusion or exception, to idle for more statutory exclusion or exception, to idle for more 
than 5 minutes in a continuous 60than 5 minutes in a continuous 60--minute minute 
period, which period of idling was not subject to period, which period of idling was not subject to 
a statutory exemption, resulting in a violation of a statutory exemption, resulting in a violation of 
the Dieselthe Diesel--Powered Motor Vehicle Idling Act. Powered Motor Vehicle Idling Act. 
Title 35, Section 4603.Title 35, Section 4603.



Signage RequirementSignage Requirement

A permanent sign is required to be posted at:A permanent sign is required to be posted at:
–– Locations where subject vehicles load or unloadLocations where subject vehicles load or unload
–– Locations that provide 15 or more parking spaces for Locations that provide 15 or more parking spaces for 

subject vehiclessubject vehicles
Must be Must be PennDOTPennDOT approved sign design and approved sign design and 
specifications, requirements found in 67 specifications, requirements found in 67 Pa. CodePa. Code
Section 212.101(a) and (b) relating to official signsSection 212.101(a) and (b) relating to official signs
More information on signs can be found in the  More information on signs can be found in the  
Handbook of Approved Signs Handbook of Approved Signs 
http://www.dot.state.pa.us/http://www.dot.state.pa.us/ and the and the ““Diesel Idling Diesel Idling 
and Act 124 Informationand Act 124 Information”” website website 
http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/airwaste/http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/airwaste/
aq/cars/idling.htmaq/cars/idling.htm



SignageSignage



IncentivesIncentives

Police Departments and Municipalities get Police Departments and Municipalities get 
revenue from Act 124 citations.revenue from Act 124 citations.
Municipalities save money by reducing Municipalities save money by reducing 
health costs associated with higher rates health costs associated with higher rates 
of diesel pollution.of diesel pollution.
Cleaner air and greener communities. Cleaner air and greener communities. 



WebsiteWebsite

Idlefreepa.orgIdlefreepa.org
Outreach MaterialsOutreach Materials
(Posters, Placemats,(Posters, Placemats,
Brochures)Brochures)
Factsheets (Health, Economic, Factsheets (Health, Economic, 
Environmental)Environmental)
Hard copies of materials available from Hard copies of materials available from 
IdleFreePA groupsIdleFreePA groups
Diesel Idling Act informationDiesel Idling Act information



IdleFreePA Campaign IdleFreePA Campaign –– Our GoalOur Goal

Increase awareness of antiIncrease awareness of anti--idling law to:idling law to:
–– truck and bus fleetstruck and bus fleets
–– fleet operatorsfleet operators
–– businessesbusinesses
–– municipalities municipalities 
–– state and local police departmentsstate and local police departments
–– the publicthe public



IdleFreePA Campaign IdleFreePA Campaign –– Our Our 
AccomplishmentsAccomplishments

Press conferencesPress conferences
Placemats at truck stops and Placemats at truck stops and 
dinersdiners
Posters at PennDOT welcome Posters at PennDOT welcome 
centers and rest areascenters and rest areas
Signs at PA Turnpike tollboothsSigns at PA Turnpike tollbooths
Mailings and presentations to Mailings and presentations to 
municipalities and police municipalities and police 
departmentsdepartments



Questions?Questions?

Contact Information:Contact Information:
Eric Cheung, Esq.Eric Cheung, Esq.
echeung@cleanair.orgecheung@cleanair.org
215215--567567--4004 x1144004 x114


